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1. Introduction

This article focuses on a project about the translation of heritage tourism. In 
particular it reports findings on a case study that started in 2018 and is still in 
progress. Its core part is represented by the translations prepared by thirty stu-
dents who, between 2018 and 2021, enrolled in the course of English for Spe-
cific Purposes on the language of tourism and travel taught in the International 
Master programme Language, Society and Communication at the University of 
Bologna. The Segretariato Regionale del Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Cul-
turali e del Turismo per l’Emilia Romagna (henceforth Segretariato) provided 
the text to be translated into English that focuses on regional heritage. Hence-
forth this is referred to as Source Text (ST).

The translation task was presented as one of the exam options students could 
freely choose from. Unlike other options, this was meant to provide students with 
an added professional experience by giving them the chance to engage in an ac-
tivity connected with the Segretariato, which has recently become a key public 
stakeholder in the Italian tourist sector. Students’ translations were collected in 
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a corpus (TLC) that has been the object of study of a previous publication (Turci 
and Aragrande 2020); such translations were analysed through a Corpus-based 
methodology, namely using «Corpus Linguistic technologies to inform and elu-
cidate the translation process» (Kruger, Wallmach, and Munday 2011). 

This study builds on the authors’ afore-mentioned publication in two respects 
that concern the corpus and the research question. As regards the corpus, we will 
be using an extended version of the TLC (henceforth TLC-2021) that includes 
also the translations by the students enrolled in the academic year 2020-2021. 
At the same time this corpus is qualitatively more specific as it is limited to a 
selection of texts that describes churches and palaces belonging to the Estense 
heritage (1471-1598) in the cities of Ferrara, Modena and Reggio Emilia. This 
selection connects with the research question that explores a problematic issue 
that has emerged in our previous publication but has yet to receive full atten-
tion. This concerns the markedly frequent use of highly specialised terminolo-
gy and Cultural Specific Items or CSIs (House 2006) from the field of art and 
architecture, as well as the use of academic style for texts that are meant for the 
global tourist market. The terminology issue immediately attracted students’ 
attention, as pointed out in a survey (see Turci and Aragrande 2020, 12-38); 
students found that CSIs in the field of art and architecture provided the great-
est challenge in the translation process (ivi, 35). The extent of this problem also 
took us by surprise as the commissioner intended these texts for international 
visitors, hence we expected them to be more aligned to lexical and functional 
varieties usually found in the specialised language for tourism. This issue will 
be illustrated in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

This paper will first outline the commissioner of the translations (Segretar-
iato) and the translators (students, including a description of their profiles and 
competences). This descriptive part serves as contextual background to the anal-
ysis that will follow. Secondly, we will provide a detailed illustration of the ST in 
relation to its text type as well as syntactical and pragmatic features. Indeed, as 
it will be shown, such features hint at the hybrid position of the ST between the 
specialised discourse of tourism and that of art and architecture. The main part 
of the article will be devoted to the analysis of students’ TTs focusing in partic-
ular on the strategies they employed to translate terminology regarding art and 
architecture. The authors will also contribute suggestions for tailored translations 
to make specific terminology more suitable for an audience of tourists, without 
losing its specialised features, ending with a short glossary for the benefit of stu-
dents and professional translators operating in the field of heritage tourism. 

The aim of this work in progress is to provide some reflections on the trans-
lation of texts poised between the special language of art and architecture and 
heritage tourism that, far from being an exception confined to the Segretariato, 
has become a recurrent characteristic of the communication of heritage in the 
Italian public sector. The learner corpus that we compiled can be seen as a first 
step towards the construction of a larger corpus that could be used for research 
and teaching purposes, as well as providing a useful tool for translators. Further-
more, we believe that this area of study responds to recent developments in the 
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tourist industry. If, on the one hand, the translation of heritage is a sub-sector of 
tourism translation that, in turn, is a marginal sector of translation studies tout 
court (Katan 2020), on the other hand, heritage serves an increasingly popular 
branch of tourism (Richards 2018), and one that is strategic for the sustainable 
goals of the UN 2030 agenda. Finally, we hope that our case study will provide 
some insights for further development of curricula in courses of English as spe-
cial language with the aim of including theory and practice of translation for 
tourism that, as Katan (2020) and Agorni (2019) have noted, remains very rare, 
despite the wealth of published research work in this area. 

2. Describing the project: Commissioner and Translators 

This project started as a collaboration between the University of Bologna 
and the Segretariato back in 2018. The translations we are going to focus on 
were commissioned as a consequence of the impossibility of setting up an in-
ternship between these two institutions. At the time, the Segretariato, like sev-
eral other public institutions coordinated by the Italian Ministry of Culture, 
was in a delicate and crucial phase following the re-organisation of the Italian 
public administration and, in particular, the transformation of the above-men-
tioned Ministry into the Ministry of Culture and Tourism (MiBACT)2. One 
of the most immediate consequences of this was that the Segretariato, and oth-
er cultural institutions, including museums and public galleries, added to their 
mission of protecting heritage, that of promoting it for the tourist market. The 
texts commissioned for translation are crucial in this process as they are part 
of the «Progetto Cantiere Estense»3, the Segretariato’s first attempt to put in-
to practice the integration of old and new tasks, while at the same time mark-
ing the launch of its brand of cultural tourism. The emergence of the concept of 
«brand» itself is significant in this respect, as it provides an example of a public 
institution that, as a consequence of the reform, starts to behave like a private 
tour operator and adopts marketing strategies aimed at establishing the identity 
of its tourist offer, in order to meet the demand of potential customers (Radišić, 
Mihelić 2006, 185). 

At the University of Bologna both teaching and research staff, as well as pro-
fessional translators operating in various fields, were involved in the project with 
different roles and providing a variety of expertise. They included the course 
convenor, three different tutors and an English-speaking language teacher. 
The convenor and tutors provided students with different and complementary 
background knowledge for their translation work. The former has a long expe-
rience in teaching language for tourism as a specialised language and provid-
ed students with some introductory knowledge focusing on tourist discourse, 

2 See https://www.beniculturali.it/comunicato/verso-un-nuovo-mibact-in-vigore-la-rifor-
ma-del-ministero-primo-giorno-di-applicazione-della-riorganizzazione 22/12/2022.

3 See https://cantiereestense.it/cantiere/ 22/12/2022.

https://www.beniculturali.it/comunicato/verso-un-nuovo-mibact-in-vigore-la-riforma-del-ministero-primo-giorno-di-applicazione-della-riorganizzazione
https://www.beniculturali.it/comunicato/verso-un-nuovo-mibact-in-vigore-la-riforma-del-ministero-primo-giorno-di-applicazione-della-riorganizzazione
https://cantiereestense.it/cantiere/
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its lexico-grammatical features and functions. Whenever possible, theory and 
practice were combined, thus actively involving students and encouraging them 
to reflect on forms of tourism and the tourist discourse that they encountered 
in the Target Language (henceforth TL). It was pointed out to students that, to 
produce good translations, background knowledge of the register, function and 
style of tourist writing in English was of central importance, forging in this way 
connections between writing and translating. This recommendation was also 
meant to orient students to privilege, whenever possible, instrumental TT-ori-
ented strategies rather than documentary ST-preserving methods (Nord 2005). 

Dann’s seminal publication (1996) on the language of tourism was adopted 
as the main text-book. Though this remains one of the most complete and acces-
sible introductions to the properties, techniques and registers of the language of 
tourism, as well as an important study for scholars researching translation in this 
field (Gandin 2013), we felt this publication was not ideal to provide background 
information for students doing translations for the sector of heritage tourism; in 
some respects, some of its content could even be seen as misleading. As Dann 
makes clear in the introduction, the kind of tourist discourse his study focus-
es on is related to forms of mass tourism, while cultural and heritage tourism 
are instances of post- or even anti- mass tourism (Apostolakis 2003, 795; Fran-
cesconi 2007). For this reason, in the last academic year, a part of the course was 
devoted to the analysis of texts taken from the English National Trust website in 
order to present students with examples of heritage tourism discourse in the TL. 

Each of the tutors involved in this project contributed a module on translation. 
Some changes were made from year to year in an attempt to improve preparation 
and respond to the difficulties students encountered. It was felt that the initial four-
hour module on translation was not enough and hence it was later extended first 
to six and then to eight hours. Following a rethinking of the students’ background 
knowledge in the area of translation studies and practice, we decided to change the 
material used during the translation module in order to have more skilled students 
taking up the translation exam option. Given that in the first two years of the proj-
ect, previous experience in translation was not a requisite (see Table 1), much of 
this module was aimed at unpacking the theory and practice of TT-oriented trans-
lation, with particular reference to the meaning and implications of covert trans-
lation (House 2006) and the related concepts of «cultural filter» and «Culture 
Specific Items» (CSIs), in order to foreground strategies and present examples of 
adaptation and localisation pertinent to the tourist sector. The workshops organ-
ised as part of the translation module provided a thorough illustration of functions 
in translation (Reiss and Vermeer 1984) aimed at showing that tourist texts use 
a medley of informative, expressive, conative and operative functions to offer a 
complement to Dann’s study that, by privileging examples of promotional tourist 
material, tends to concentrate on the conative function only and related strategies. 

After the first year, following difficulties in providing adequate preparation for 
students with different backgrounds and in retrieving the final exam marks in En-
glish language in the BA course, requirements changed and it was made compulso-
ry for students to have previous experience in translation from Italian into English. 
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This proved a successful move in creating a smaller and more select group of stu-
dents and also freed time for tutors to provide more and much needed information 
on online translation tools, which we think are vital for translators in general and 
in the tourist sector in particular. During the first year of the project, in fact, it was 
noted that, although all students were digital natives, the majority of them were not 
familiar with online resources for translation and none of them with corpora – with 
the sole exception of those who obtained a BA in translation. On discussing the fi-
nal translations during the oral examination, it was found that these resources were 
only partially used and rarely to their full potential. As a consequence, tutors pro-
vided students with a list of online specialised dictionaries, tips for effective search 
engine usage, as well as an introduction to comparable and parallel corpora for trans-
lation, concluding the module with a hands-on session on the use of SketchEngine. 

Concerning the students involved, a significant detail that has emerged in the 
second and third year of the project is a considerable drop in the number of stu-
dents choosing the translation option and their reluctance to work in groups de-
spite encouragement for collaboration from the convenor of the course. The drop 
in numbers could be explained in relation to the students’ perception of this task. 
In the first year, more than a quarter of the students opted for the translation task 
because of a mixture of interest in acquiring an experience that was closer to a po-
tential future profession and also, probably, because they perceived the translation 
task as more familiar, and hence easier, than the other exam options. This tendency 
then changed completely because the translation proved to be an extremely diffi-
cult challenge that affected students’ final mark. This, along with a more effective 
selection, would explain the drastic drop in the number of students participating in 
this task in the second year and the fact that this trend continued in the third year. 

Tab. 1. Description of the translation exam option across the three academic years.

Translation option a.y. 2018/2019 a.y. 2019/2020 a.y 2020/2021

Exam type Take-home Take-home Take-home

Time available 6 weeks 6 weeks 8 weeks

Number of students 
(groups)

16 groups (2 to 5 peo-
ple per group) for a 
total of 51 students

8 students 
6 students
(no groups were 
made)

Percentage of stu-
dents enrolled 36,6 % 15,09 % 12,5 %

Workload per person Approx. 2000 words Approx. 5000 words Approx. 3000 words

Requirements 
(compulsory)

C1 (CEFR) or 
mark>26/30 in the 
last BA English exam

Previous experience 
in translation (EN-IT 
or IT-EN) 

Previous experi-
ence in translation in 
IT-EN

Desiderata (optional)

Previous experience 
in translation 83% 
had previous experi-
ence in translation

none none
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3. The Source Texts 

This section provides a general description the ST and in-depth analysis of 
its lexical, syntactical, and pragmatic characteristics. The former suggests an 
alignment of the ST with tourist discourse, while the latter problematises this, 
pointing to the ST as hybrid, somewhere between an academic discourse about 
art and architecture and tourist discourse. 

The ST is composed of independent units which are meant to be read as such; 
each of these units describes a church or a palace relating to the Estense heri-
tage and links to its location through the Tourer. This is a multifunctional tool; 
simultaneously a search engine, an interactive map that operates like Google 
Maps, and the digital platform that supports access to the ST, pinpoints the lo-
cation of each attraction as well as introducing it discursively.

General reflections on the ST are based on the framework devised by Calvi 
(2010) for tourist discourse. Calvi’s genre framework is organised according 
to a hierarchical scale at the top of which are genre families, which group to-
gether texts sharing the same socio-professional context. Macro-genres follow 
and classify texts according to their medium and channel of communication. 
Genres – which may be embedded into macro-genres or not – take into con-
sideration texts’ communication and pragmatic functions. Lastly, sub-genres 
focus on texts’ theme/s. The ST seems to fit neatly in Calvi’s framework. As it 
is written by a public organisation operating for the tourist market, it can be 
included in the institutional genre family. Furthermore, the ST fits into the 
macro-genre of the tourist web page as it is available only online through the 
Tourer website. As for its sub-genre, the ST is an example of a descriptive guide 
providing information about places of interest of the Estense heritage in the 
Emilia Romagna region. 

The ST fits neatly into the category of tourist texts only empirically; however, 
analysis at the level of its lexis, syntax and function provides another take and 
highlights differences between the language used in the ST and that typically 
found in tourist texts. In particular, differences between the ST and the Tourer 
as regards syntactical constructions and pragmatic functions show that the lat-
ter is aligned to a specific kind of tourist discourse in a way that the ST is not. 
In line with its user-friendly and intuitive technology, the Tourer adopts a style 
that is also reader-friendly, characterised by simple and short syntactical con-
structions in stark contrast with that of the ST, as can be noted in the following 
example: «Eretto dalla comunità modenese a partire dal 1099 quale simbolo 
dell’indipendenza della comunità e quale luogo di conservazione delle spoglie 
del patrono Geminiano, è unanimemente riconosciuto come uno dei capolavori 
del Romanico italiano ed europeo». 

Where the ST has only the referential function, providing detailed informa-
tion on single attractions with almost no mention of the traveller/ tourist, the 
Tourer’s texts use a predominant conative function typically expressed by the 
imperative mood, («Scopri i sentieri e i cammini …. Inizia il tuo tour …») to 
provide explicit suggestions to the travellers, reproducing a style that relates to 
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the promotional function of tourist discourse, as described by Dann (1996). Fur-
thermore, it should be noted that these invitations are not only aimed at selling 
the tour, but also at actively contributing to its experience and to the content of 
the website itself: «anche il viaggiatore può contribuire all’arricchimento del 
sito ….». Through a predominant conative function, the Tourer encourages 
its readers to add personal journeys, discover new routes off the beaten track, 
upload comments and photographs. Where the Tourer provides an example of 
texts in the making, and in the process of becoming increasingly heteroglossic 
and multimodal, the ST is not open to change or other voices; it is monoglossic 
and monomodal. The Tourer discursively frames its messages within a consum-
er-driven heritage experience (Apostolakis 2003, 796). Connections with cul-
tural tourism and slow infrastructures in «Tourer.it è il portale per tutti coloro 
che amano viaggiare muovendosi in modo lento alla scoperta del patrimonio 
culturale diffuso dell’Emilia-Romagna» (https://www.tourer.it/chi-siamo, 
22/12/2022) also provide hints of the Segretariato brand that is in line with 
its double mission to promote and to preserve the «territorial capital» (Mos-
carelli 2019, 237). The emphasis on slow, experiential and active tourism points 
to a segment of travelers/ tourists that are interested in a participated learning 
experience (Willson and McIntosh 2007, 75) that focuses on and, at the same 
time, preserves heritage, rather than in the fast consumption typical of a prod-
uct-based form of mass tourism. 

Comparative analysis provides further points of divergence, in this case 
between the ST and comparable contemporary tourist texts. The following 
interlingual comparison highlights differences in themes and lexical items 
that are at the core of some of the translation dilemmas encountered by our 
students. Table 2 shows an annotated description of Modena Cathedral in 
the Segretariato corpus against the entry found in the online website of the 
Lonely Planet. The fragments in bold provide the themes of the clauses, those 
underlined are the epithets referring to Modena Cathedral and those in ital-
ics are examples of specialised lexis found only in the ST. These elements add 
significant details that call into question the ST as a straight-forward exam-
ple of tourist discourse.

Though both these texts are descriptive and have the same topic (or subgenre 
in Calvi’s framework), this comparison reveals differences. Where Themes in 
the Lonely Planet are, as expected in tourist discourse, simple Nominal Groups 
that refer to the cathedral or to parts of it as they appear today to visitors, the 
ST’s Themes are lexically dense and foreground temporality through adverbs, 
dates, and subordinate clauses that globally retrace the way the building of the 
cathedral progressed throughout the centuries. This structure is more aligned 
with an academic essay about art history rather than tourist discourse. The dia-
chronic narrative of the Segretariato attempts to trace a continuity between 
the time of the Estense and our times as far as the function of the Cathedral is 
concerned; though this narrative is in line with the main theme of the Cantiere 
Estense Project, it is not expected in a tourist text, whose purpose is to provide 
up to date information to visitors.  

http://Tourer.it
https://www.tourer.it/chi-siamo
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Tab. 2. Interlingual comparison between ST and the description of Modena Cathedral 
on the Lonely Planet Website.

Source Text TLC Lonely Planet

Il Duomo, massimo monumento della città, 
riveste da sempre un ruolo di fondamentale im-
portanza non solo per la vita religiosa, ma an-
che per quella civica di Modena. Eretto dalla 
comunità modenese a partire dal 1099 quale 
simbolo dell’indipendenza della comunità 
e quale luogo di conservazione delle spoglie 
del patrono Geminiano, è unanimemente ri-
conosciuto come uno dei capolavori del Roma-
nico italiano ed europeo. 
Il progetto del duomo si deve a Lanfranco 
che seppe edificare un importante modello 
per l’arte romanica. Completata la cattedrale 
a inizio del XII secolo si costruì il campanile, 
detto Ghirlandina, i lavori proseguirono con 
l’apertura della porta Regia sul fianco dell’e-
dificio. Contemporaneamente all’avvio del 
cantiere iniziò la grandiosa opera dell’appara-
to scultoreo esterno a opera di Wiligelmo, i ri-
lievi della facciata con le Storie della Genesi 
si impongono come fondamento per la storia 
dell’arte romanica. 
Come chiesa principale della città, fu stori-
camente legata alla famiglia d’Este: fu infatti 
frequente sede di cerimonie celebrative della 
casa regnante, spesso con l’aggiunta di ricchi 
apparati effimeri. Tutt’oggi, nonostante i re-
stauri di primo Novecento abbiano in parte 
cancellato le tracce dei secoli estensi, rimane 
uno scrigno della storia e dell’arte modenese.

Modena’s celebrated duomo combines the 
austerity of the Dark Ages with throwback tra-
ditions from the Romans in a style known as 
Romanesque. The church stands out among 
Emilia-Romagna’s many other ecclesiastical 
relics for its remarkable architectural purity. 
It is, by popular consensus, the finest Roman-
esque church in Italy, and in 1997 was listed 
as a Unesco World Heritage Site.
While not as large or spectacular as other 
Italian churches, the cathedral – dedicated 
to the city’s patron saint, St Geminianus – 
has a number of striking features. The dark, 
brick-walled interior is dominated by the 
huge Gothic rose window (a 13th-century ad-
dition), which shoots rays of light down the 
grand central apse. On the exterior facade, a 
series of vivid bas-reliefs depicting scenes from 
Genesis are the work of the 12th-century sculp-
tor Wiligelmo. Interior highlights include an 
elaborate rood screen decorated by Anselmo da 
Campione and, in the crypt, Guido Mazzoni’s 
Madonna della pappa, a group of five painted 
terracotta figures.

The use of euphoric language, which is one of the distinctive features of tourist 
discourse (Dann 1996, 65), provides another difference between the two texts, 
with the ST showing fewer examples than the Lonely Planet. Finally, though 
both texts make use of specialised lexis relating to art and architecture, the ST 
includes instances of this that cannot be found in the Lonely Planet (marked in 
italics). These instances express either an excess of specialised detail (at least in 
comparison to the description in the Lonely Planet, e.g. «apparato scultoreo»), 
or they are connected to the Estense period («apparati effimeri»). 

In conclusion, students who took up this task were led to take for granted 
that the ST belonged to the specialised language of tourism and though Calvi’s 
framework for tourist discourse seems to provide a confirmation of this, closer 
analysis shows that this presupposition is problematic to say the least. The diver-
gences observed above can be useful in raising awareness among students of the 
issues that they need to consider and may encounter right from the start of their 
translation process. Translators are faced, on the one hand, with the Tourer’s 
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texts shaped to address a highly inclusive audience of experiential slow tourists 
and, on the other hand, with a ST that describes the Tourer’s landmarks through 
a very high degree of specialisation as concerns historical and architectural in-
formation and an academic style targeted at a selected audience of experts or 
amateur enthusiasts of the Estense period. Furthermore, after being instruct-
ed to model their translations on comparable Target Texts (TTs), students are 
faced with a ST whose structure, syntax and lexis are markedly different from 
tourist texts in the TL. 

The following sections focus attention on the way students have dealt with 
one the problematic issues they have encountered, that is to say the translation 
of the specialised lexis of art and architecture for an audience of contemporary 
slow tourists.

4. Methodology and Corpora: The Tourism Learner Corpus 2021 and the ItSeg 
Corpus

This paper employs a combination of methodologies to analyse translations 
of tourist texts performed by students as described above in section 2. The two 
main methodological approaches featuring in this study are Corpus Linguis-
tics (CL) and contrastive as well as qualitative analysis of students’ translations. 
The purpose of CL here is to extract specialised terminology as well as analyse 
translational patterns and/or mistakes in students’ translations. At a later stage 
in the study, evidence from the corpus will serve as a starting point for the con-
trastive analysis of students’ translations.

As mentioned in the sections above, students were faced with several chal-
lenges regarding the text type of the ST and the destination of the TT. As con-
cerns the type of audience, given that the original environment of these texts is 
a publicly available website and that the texts are aimed at tourists, we have en-
visaged an audience of non-experts and this was communicated to students in 
their translation brief. Indeed, despite the highly specialised nature of the Seg-
retariato texts, we asked our students to translate picturing a lay-reader as final 
user of the text, privileging simplification and normalisation whenever possible. 

A further methodological aspect that is central to this case study is the role 
of Translation Studies (TS) in the field of Language for Specific Purposes (LSP). 
Indeed, the intersection of contrastive TS, CL and LSP can prove to be fruitful 
on many levels: research, but most importantly, teaching. Following Gandin 
(2016), we believe that the use of translation (both as a process/activity and 
as a product) should be rediscovered in the teaching of the LSP of tourism as a 
L2. Moreover, this case study shows how the use of CL tools can be beneficial 
in both research and teaching. As Gandin puts it: 

[CL] can be effectively employed in contexts of L2 learners of English at 
university level in order to: 
- explore and learn the different linguistic, stylistic and pragmatic properties of 
the language of tourism by means of authentic linguistic materials;
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- recognise and understand the most/least successful strategies characterising 
the translation of tourist texts;
- discover corpus linguistics methodologies, notions, design criteria, technical 
tools and procedures for the collection, analysis and interpretation of complex 
linguistic phenomena, particularly when applied to the study of translation 
universals. (2016, 80).

The mixed methodology employed in this study can produce synergies from 
the classroom to the research group, using the first to feed the second and, in 
turn, the second to improve the first, creating a virtuous circle of knowledge 
which is by no means just theory-oriented but deeply rooted in practice. 

Before describing the corpora employed here and their content, we should 
probably define their types and scopes. There are two corpora being used, one 
collects all the translations made by students (TLC-2021), the other one is 
composed of the ST the students translated (ItSeg Corpus). If we look at M. 
Baker’s treble typology of translation corpora (1995), «comparable», «paral-
lel» and «multilingual», we cannot find an appropriate label for our two corpo-
ra. Indeed, they both have to do with translation but cannot be strictly defined 
as parallel (there is no alignment between ST and TTs, not at the corpus query 
level at least), and they are comparable to the extent that one is the translation 
of the other. This conundrum calls for a change of perspective and probably we 
could define both the TLC-2021 and the ItSeg Corpus as specialised corpora, 
adding the further label of «translational» or «learner» (see Turci and Ara-
grande 2020) to the TLC-2021.

As far the ItSeg corpus is concerned, its main function in this study is to 
provide a list of specialised terminology items that we then look for in the 
TLC-2021 using an excel spreadsheet, where we collected all the translations 
made by students aligned with the ST. As there are many versions of portions 
of the same ST, using the aligned version as a corpus would have been tricky as 
the process of building such a parallel corpus would have been very time-con-
suming. For this reason and given the small size of both corpora, we decided 
to discard the option of the multiple TTs parallel corpus. 

Table 3 below contains information about the ItSeg Corpus. The latter and 
the TLC-2021 were both compiled using SketchEngine, which is the concor-
dancer employed in this study.

Tab. 3. Info about TLC-2021.

ItSeg corpus

Language Italian

Tokens 13,679

Types 3,408

Sentences 473
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The TLC-2021 is composed of texts regarding palaces and churches trans-
lated by students enrolled in three subsequent academic years (2018/2019, 
2019/2020 and 2020/2021). This corpus was annotated with metadata regarding 
the students (group or single translators) and the year in which the translations 
were carried out so that translations can also be compared from year to year. 

In Table 4 below, we include information about the TLC-2021.

Tab. 4. Info about TLC-2021.

TLC-2021

Language English

Tokens 107,570

Types 6,568

Sentences 3,539

No. Of translations 28

We believe that the size of the TLC-2021 makes it hard to draw any conclu-
sions but tentative ones. However, we believe that by comparing this corpus to 
a larger one (specialised and/or general) we might be able to isolate and identify 
peculiarities of the language employed by the students and, in turn, qualitatively 
analyse such peculiarities with the aim of determining whether they are simply 
idiosyncrasies or part of a lexicon of Italian art and heritage.

Regarding the way we exploited these corpora in our analysis, following 
McEnery and Wilson (2011), we claim that corpus-driven and corpus-based ap-
proaches do not exclude each other, but rather are complementary (see McEn-
ery, Xiao, and Tono 2006). Indeed, the role of the corpora within this study is 
both to provide the starting point for the analysis (corpus-driven) and to sub-
stantiate and/or reject hypotheses made a priori by the analyst (corpus-based). 
The insights within ESP and the language of art and heritage in Italy, as well as 
non-professional translation settings, are obtained mainly through the explora-
tion of keywords, concordance lines and collocational patterns, which the fol-
lowing section (4.) reports on. 

In a contrastive perspective, keywords can provide a good starting point for 
analysis alongside the exploration of normalised frequencies and concordance 
lines. Finally, because of the small size of both corpora, concordance lines are 
quite manageable in numbers, thus we felt encouraged to qualitatively analyse 
them. We then start from an exploration of keywords in the ItSeg Corpus using 
the itTenTen2016 corpus as reference, as we consider keywords a statistically-rel-
evant starting point for a more detailed and fine-grained corpus-based analysis 
(see McEnery and Hardie 2012; McEnery and Wilson 2011). 

Both the TLC-2021 and the ItSeg corpora were automatically POS-tagged 
using a built-in feature of SketchEngine: the English and Italian TreeTagger 
PoS tagsets with Sketch Engine modifications (Jakubíček et al. 2013; Marcus, 
Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz 1993). 
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5. analysis and discussion

As mentioned in section 3, we will start from two sets of keywords and key-
terms extracted from the ItSeg corpus using the itTenTen2016 corpus as reference. 
Therefore, in the following sections we focus on keywords (4.1) and key-terms (4.2), 
putting to work the quanti-qualitative methodology that we explained in section 3. 

Keywords in CL allow the analyst to highlight the «aboutness» of the cor-
pus (P. Baker and McEnery 2015). Indeed, a keyword is «a word that is more fre-
quent in a text or corpus under study than it is in some (larger) reference corpus, 
where the difference in frequency is statistically significant» (McEnery and Har-
die 2012, 245). The comparison between the two corpora is carried out through 
significance testing that assigns a «keyness» score to each word; the higher the 
score, the more the word is typical to the corpus under study. 

Our main aim with keywords extraction is to unveil peculiarities and po-
tential idiosyncrasies of our ItSeg Corpus and identify items that might pertain 
to the art and heritage lexicon. In doing so, we will focus on both what is in the 
keyword/keyterm lists and what is not. To put it simply, we will look at presence 
as well as absence in both corpora, using the process of comparison to under-
stand and evaluate what the corpus is not telling us instead of interrogating it 
just on what it contains (Duguid and Partington 2018). Indeed, «absence can 
have significant meaning» (Duguid and Partington 2018, 42), especially if con-
sidered in a comparative perspective within a specialised language by looking at 
the written production of learners and native-speakers of English, for example.

In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we report and discuss some of the keywords and key-
terms extracted via SketchEngine. From the original extraction, we excluded the 
following items: names of people (e.g. first names like «Borso» or «Ercole» but 
also family names like «Este»), names of places (e.g. «Ganaceto» or «Rivalta» 
but also «Modena», «Ferrara», capitalised names of people’s jobs/titles in Ital-
ian (e.g. «Abate», «Duca» etc), year/centuries indications (e.g. «XI Century» 
or «eleventh century cf»). We decided to exclude these lexical items from the 
original extraction because being titles or names of people/places, they auto-
matically result as salient compared to the reference corpora. However, their sa-
liency is solely based on their uniqueness and they do not pose particular issues 
as far as their translation is concerned.

5.1 Extraction of specific terminology from the ItSeg corpus

Table 6 below collects keywords and key-terms extracted from the ItSeg Cor-
pus which we sorted out using the rationale displayed in table 5.

As already mentioned in 4, keywords in a corpus generally highlight the 
«aboutness» of the corpus itself and thus give hints about which words/com-
pounds are key in that particular corpus if compared to larger general corpora 
(Baker and McEnery 2015). Accordingly, here the keyword extraction tool was 
used to isolate lexical items, which orient research to specific tourism-art- and 
heritage-related SL-terminology. Indeed, we can see how the ItSeg Corpus shows 
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(multi)terms that closely describe and provide specific information about the 
architectural and historical features of the objects they describe. 

Tab. 5. Rationale for Keywords categories.

Topic Topic description

1. Art and Architecture Structures, materials, abstract nouns identifying architectural 
and decorative elements

2. History and Society Religion, politics, institutions and buildings that have specific 
religious and political functions and historiography

3. Building, Restoring and 
Modifying

Whole buildings. Any verb, verbal form or noun-phrase repre-
senting an action (in the passive or active mood) performed on 
a building/construction site

4. Miscellaneous Low frequency items in the SL reference corpus that might pose 
issues for students while translating them

5. Tourism Any verb or adjective with hyperbolic positive connotations 
that are referring to the readers’ visual perception and/or pro-
vide instructions/guidance

As our main focus is on the TLC-2021, we will primarily consider the ter-
minology that surfaced through the extraction of keywords in the ItSeg Corpus 
with a twofold aim: first, to isolate specific terminology and check their transla-
tion with the TLC-2021; second, to provide a glossary (see appendix) that can 
be used by learners of ESP and students of specialised translation. For this rea-
son, we mainly focused on categories 1 and 3 mentioned in table 5 above. While 
all 5 categories are important and may be the object of further analysis, as this 
paper focuses on church and palaces, we selected categories 1 and 3 in order to 
provide readers with an understanding of the specialised lexis of the ST and the 
solutions translators opted for. Table 6 below offers, however, the full picture of 
our categorised keywords extraction, as categories 2, 4 and 5 will be referred to 
in our open conclusions that will also address plans for further investigations. 

The items in Table 6 are very varied even within the same category. We can 
appreciate how the first three categories are considerably richer in keywords and 
multiterms than the remaining two, especially if compared to category number 
5 «tourism». Such a corpus-driven investigation of the ST is already very tell-
ing for the analyst. Indeed, by the lack of touristic markers such as hyperbolic 
adjectives, instructions or guidance, we can already infer that this text lies at 
the crossroads of different specialised languages, confirming the qualitative 
analysis in section 2. above. Given the space restrictions, we will be focusing 
our attention on a selection of keywords and multiterms for categories 1 and 3 
and will analyse their translations performed by students according to the pre-
viously mentioned methodology. Our selection is based on thorough contras-
tive comparison between ST and TTs that led us to choose the most interesting 
cases and excluding those terms that we had already discussed elsewhere (Tur-
ci and Aragrande 2020). 
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Tab. 6. Keywords and keyterms in the ItSeg Corpus.

Topic Keywords Keyterms

1. Art and architecture palazzo; duomo; monumentale; 
loggia; romanico; ornare; casino; 
cotto; cornice; torre; transetto; ab-
side; scenografico; configurazio-
ne; apparato; monumento; sacro; 
stucco; cattedrale; dimora; con-
vento; scalone; abbazia; chiostro; 
campanile; dipinto; borgo; chiesa; 
addizione; lapideo; timpano; capi-
tello; prospetto; cupola; portico; 
oratorio; caserma; decorativo; 
salone; facciata; ancone; abba-
ziale; fortilizio; absidale; lesene; 
cornicione; loggiato; palinsesto; 
conformazione; sepolcro; basili-
ca; fondale; palazzina; santuario; 
monastero; protiro; cornucopia; 
spazialità; merlato; semicircolare; 
oreficeria; canonica; battesimale; 
decorato; porticato; spoglia; ri-
calcare; movimentare; rudere; 
dilatare; murario; perimetro; de-
coro; trasversale; soggiornare; vil-
la; complesso; cortile; architetto; 
navata; residenza; decorare; con-
vento; affresco; cappella; architet-
tura; chiesa; altare; decorazione; 
pietra; baldresche; volticella; vol-
ticina; sottocornice; corinzieg-
giante; estradossate; plasticatori; 
voltoni; incorniciature; bacelli; 
fogliette; lesena
voltone; archivolti; stuccatori; 
terramare; barocchetto; meto-
pe; cupoletta; bugne; colomba-
ia; marcapiano; scagliola; binato; 
cur v i l ineo; monofore; monu-
mentalità; cortiletto; traforata; 
parietali; fittile; cappelletta; edi-
f icatoria; modanatura; bifore; 
bugnare; ballatoio; polittico; co-
lonnato; tempietto; pianterreno; 
androne; porfido;  contraltare; 
miniare; ghiera; refettorio; tam-
ponamento;  rosone; cassettone; 
doratura; camerino; belvedere; 
slanciare; piedistallo ottagona-
le; ellittico; fornace; Intarsiare; 
torretta; basamento; tamponare; 
abbellimento.

apparato scultoreo esterno; reg-
ge urbane; cotto stampato; ricchi 
apparati effimeri; colonne lapidee 
corinzieggianti; lesene circolari; 
magistero scenografico; sapien-
tissimo magistero; configurazione 
rinascimentale; incorniciature in 
stucco; lesena angolare; mole ba-
rocca; cappelle laterali semicirco-
lari; affresco illusionistico; corpo 
rinascimentale; scalinata ellittica; 
affresco prospettico; testata absi-
dale; edifici pertinenziali; archi-
tettura gentilizia; quinta laterale; 
adeguamento tipologico; corpo 
trasversale; fondale prospettico; 
arco in cotto; finestre binate; com-
plessa conformazione; campate 
centrali; rappresentazione di te-
mi; cortile minore; decorazione 
fittile; grande corte centrale; ele-
menti zoomorfi; temi allegorici; 
campagna decorativa; edificio di 
rappresentanza; configurazione 
complessiva; apparato ornamen-
tale; canoni formali; struttura 
di difesa; campanile ottagona-
le; rotonda stradale; corpi uniti; 
conformazione architettonica; 
ambienti monastici; scudo araldi-
co; schema distributivo; timpani 
triangolari; complesso principa-
le; apparato scultoreo; cappella 
mortuaria; pianta semicircolare; 
cortile principale; corpi laterali; 
decorazione architettonica; archi-
tettura sacra; arco trionfale; cor-
po di fabbrica; apparati effimeri; 
navata unica; cortile rettangolare
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2. History and Society guardacamere; prevostura; con-
gregazione; rinascimento; am-
basceria; ex-voto; commendare; 
inumare; araldico; votivo; in-
tercessione; tabernacolo; com-
mittenza; attribuibile; confisca; 
documentare; cardinale; con-
fraternita; monaca; databi le; 
riformare; frate; attribuzione; 
duchessa; signoria; pittore; colle-
gio; duca; controriforma; badessa; 
ereditario; patrono; soppressione; 
decadenza; monaco; governatore; 
ducale; commendatari; priorato; 
cenobio; devoluzione; clausura; 
casata; vescovile; controriformi-
stica; educandato; commenda-
tario; soldataglia; capomastro; 
acquasantiera; inflessione; ecletti-
smo; destituire; esequia; patrizio;

documenti notarili; palazzo go-
vernatorale; casino ducale; di-
mora di vil leggiatura; palazzo 
municipale; piazza municipale; 
residenza di caccia; monumenti 
sepolcrali; giardino segreto; sede 
municipale; residenza patrizia; 
confische statali; pieve arcipreta-
le; chiesa civica; educandato per 
ragazze; cenobio femminile; co-
munità di monache; abate com-
mendatario; istituzioni culturali

3. Building, Restoring 
and Modifying

fabbrica; restauro; conserva; eri-
gere; inglobamento; cantiere; 
restaurare; adibire; progettista; 
edificare; edilizio; edificio; ri-
facimento; rinnovamento; co-
s t r u i re;  r id i se g no; mu r a re; 
demolizione; ingrandire; abbat-
timento; ampliare; fondare; rin-
novare; ricostruire; ampliamento; 
riammodernamenti; rimoderna-
menti; riconfigurazione

arte edificatoria; opera di amplia-
mento; opere di contenimento; la-
vori di ampliamento; prima pietra

4. Miscellaneous impaginare; reliquia; ascrivere; 
leggibile; erede; scrigno; ospita-
re; apparentare

5. Tourism spiccare; svettare; capolavoro; re-
tro; conservare; sovrastare;
affacciato.

bella mole barocca;
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5.1.1 art and architecture

In Table 7 below, we collected the keywords and multiterms pertaining to 
the first category «Art and Architecture». In turn, we identified four further 
sub-categories: «decorative», «architectural», «material» and «abstract». The 
first one collects terms connected with decorative elements (nouns such as 
«cornice», «lesene», «baldresche» etc., classifiers like «merlato», «corinzieggi-
ante», «traforata» etc., and verbs like «ornare», «intarsiare» and «tamponare»). 
The second sub-category, «architectural», contains architectural elements and 
buildings (e.g. «timpano», «cupola», «terramare», etc.), while the «material» 
sub-category includes terms such as «cotto», «lapideo» and «scagliola» which 
crucially identify building materials. Finally, «abstract» includes nouns, verbs 
and noun phrases identifying either abstract processes or abstract elements 
that are not immediately attributable to a building and/or decorative element.

Tab. 7. Keywords and multi-terms from the Art and Architecture category divided 
according to sub-categories and type.

Art and architecture

Decorative

Nouns cornice, cornicione, stucco, lesene, cornucopia, de-
coro, decorazione, baldresche, volticella, volticina, 
sottocornice, incorniciature, bacelli, fogliette, le-
sena, voltone, archivolti, metope, bugne, polittico, 
ghiera, rosone, cassettone, doratura, abbellimento

Adjectives merlato, corinzieggiante, binato, traforata, fittile,

Verbs ornare, decorare, bugnare, miniare, intarsiare, 
tamponare

Multi-terms Affresco illusionistico, lesene circolari, fondale pro-
spettico, finestre binate, decorazione fittile, elementi 
zoomorfi, cotto stampato, decorazione architetto-
nica, colonne lapidee corinzieggianti, campagna 
decorativa

Architectural

Nouns transetto, abside, dimora, timpano, capitello, pro-
spetto, cupola, portico, oratorio, caserma, protiro, 
terramare, marcapiano, monofore, bifore, colonna-
to, torretta, basamento, complesso. 

Adjectives curvilineo

Multi-terms magistero scenografico, sapientissimo magistero, te-
stata absidale, edifici pertinenziali, corpo trasversa-
le, corpi uniti, corpo di fabbrica, timpani triangolari, 
edificio di rappresentanza, struttura di difese, corpo 
rinascimentale, corpi laterali, complesso principale,

Material

Nouns cotto, scagliola, porfido, tamponamento

Adjectives lapideo, parietali

Multi-terms incorniciature in stucco
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Abstract

Nouns configurazione, apparato, palinsesto, spazialità, mo-
numentalità, architettura 

Adjectives edificatoria, 

Verbs slanciare, dilatare,

Multi-terms apparato scultoreo esterno, ricchi apparati effimeri, 
configurazione rinascimentale, mole barocca, archi-
tettura gentilizia, adeguamento tipologico, comples-
sa conformazione, rappresentazione di temi, temi 
allegorici, configurazione complessive, apparato 
ornamentale, canoni formali, conformazione archi-
tettonica, schema distributivo, apparato scultoreo, 
apparati effimeri.

Before going into the details of the students’ translations, we would like to 
point out how the sub-categories in table 7 are not so strictly delimited and indeed, 
especially with reference to noun-phrases, they all present a degree of overlapping 
that made categorization harder and fuzzier. Moreover, regarding the terminology 
in table 7, we can appreciate how «Art and Architecture» as a category shows a 
high number of technical terms pertaining to the language of art and heritage as 
well as architecture. This once more confirms our first hypothesis about the ST, 
i.e. that despite being inserted in a website with clear popularizing and touris-
tic scopes with regard to its audience, its content is highly technical and perhaps 
more apt for an audience that has a thorough and vast knowledge of these topics.

Moving now on to the translational analysis, we can appreciate how three 
out of four sub-categories within «Art and Architecture» feature mostly tech-
nical terms. These terms often do not pose issues as far as their translation is 
concerned, indeed they are often translated by means of equivalence (e.g. «ab-
side» - «apse»). However, there are some terms that might be polysemous or 
variants of the same nouns (e.g. «volta», «volticella», «volticina», «voltone») 
or again synonyms (e.g. «ornare» and «decorare») and this, of course, makes 
their translation more challenging. 

The sub-category labelled as «abstract» contains further interesting aspects 
to be explored in students’ translations. The nouns and noun phrases in this 
sub-category have very wide meanings and can apply to different contexts, there-
fore translators should choose the most fitting term depending on the context. Of 
particular relevance here are the nouns «configurazione» and «apparato». Often 
the translation of these nouns is made easier by the co-text and context in which 
they occur, so looking at those nouns as part of noun phrases like «apparato scul-
toreo esterno» or «configurazione rinascimentale» might help. Nevertheless, they 
are recurring nouns in the ST that students had to translate in a variety of ways. 

Table 8 contains the translations of noun phrases containing the noun «ap-
parato» that students came up with. As we can see, there are a few occasions in 
which students opted for a calque of the Italian noun, translating «apparato» 
with the noun «apparatus», thus proposing a 1:1 equivalence that mirrors the 
ST but represents nevertheless a mistranslation. 
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Tab. 8. Apparato» and its translation in the TLC-2021.

Apparato (n), 7 occurrences, 0.5 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

Apparato scultoreo esterno magnificent sculptures that decorate the exterior of the build-
ing, external sculptural decorations, majestic array of external 
sculptures, external sculptures, great external sculptural appa-
ratus (3 times) 

Apparato funerario funeral decorations, funeral/funerary apparatus (4 times), burial 
configuration, burial site

Fastoso apparato sumptuous decorations, sumptuous apparatus (3 times), lavish dec-
orative array, sumptuous complex, magnificent apparatus

Apparato ornamentale ornamental ensemble, decoration, decorative features, array of or-
namental elements, decorative layout

Apparati effimeri temporary decorations, temporary displays, ephemeral decorations

«Apparatus» describes a tool or a set of tools that is being used for a specif-
ic scope (e.g. «breathing apparatus»), moreover it pertains to a technical and 
frequently engineering- or medicine-related domain that has little to do with 
the LSP of tourism. 

We can also appreciate how students made an effort to unpack the noun 
phrases containing «apparato» and explicate their meaning by means of periph-
rases or choosing a more fitting candidate for translation, such as «decoration» 
or «layout». 

Finally, in the case of «apparato scultoreo esterno», some students opt-
ed for not translating «apparato», thus omitting this term in the TT while 
focusing their translation on the qualifier of the noun («scultoreo»). This 
process resulted in a more concise and precise translation candidate such as 
«sculpture».

Moving on to table 9 below, we can observe how students dealt with the 
noun «configurazione». This noun poses translation difficulties because it is 
often employed in a generic way but, if employed in some scientific domains, it 
identifies specific phenomena. This double nature of «configurazione» might 
confuse students, leading them to rely on direct equivalence as a translation 
strategy, thus choosing an equivalent/calque such as «configuration» without 
going through that unpacking process that is needed in order to grasp the mean-
ing-in-context of the term at hand.

Despite this generalised tendency of using «configuration» as a preferred 
equivalent, some students showed a deeper understanding of the context and sug-
gested translation candidates that take into consideration the object described 
by the noun-phrase (often a building, a church or their interiors). Depending 
on the type of object described in the ST, students opted either for terms such 
«layout» or «structure» or privileged the strategy of omission, thus delivering 
a more concise but nevertheless accurate translation (e.g. «configurazione a tre 
navate» - «with three naves»). 
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Tab. 9. «Configurazione» and its translation in the TLC-2021.

configurazione (n), 7 occurrences, 0.5 f p 1000 words in the ItSeg Corpus

[…hanno...mutato] 
configurazione

configuration (6 times), structure 

configurazione [a tre 
navate]

appeared with three naves, featured three naves, three aisle form, a 
configuration with a nave and three aisles, had three naves (2 times), 
to include three naves 

configurazione originaria original configuration (5 times), original layout, original shape

configurazione complessiva 
[dell’edificio]

final architectural configuration, general configuration [of the 
building], overall structure [of the building], overall configuration 
[of the building] (4 times)

configurazione 
rinascimentale

Renaissance layout, Renaissance configuration (4 times), how its 
configuration was during the Renaissance, the configuration of 
the palace

configurazione 
tre-quattrocentesca

fourteenth-f if teenth centur y configuration (3 times), 14th 
and 15th century configuration, 14th and 15th century struc-
ture, fourteenth-fifteenth century structure, configuration of 
300s-400s

As already mentioned, we find several technical terms within the «architec-
tural» sub-category. Alongside those terms, we can also observe a polysemous 
word «complesso» that can either function as a noun or as an adjective and has 
a meaning that can be difficult to grasp and often changes, depending on its con-
text of use. Similarly to «complesso», the ST makes large use of the noun «cor-
po» (literally «body») employing it in a metaphorical way and in noun phrases, 
whose translation, once again, is highly context-dependant. 

Tab. 10. «Complesso» and its translation in the TLC-2021.

Complesso (n), 16 occurrences, 1.17 f per 1000 words in the ItSeg Corpus

complesso complex of buildings, complex (50 times), zero translation [pro-
noun] (6 times), building (2 times), architectural ensemble, group 
of buildings, structure, palace

complesso residenziale residential complex (6 times), housing complex

[impaginare il] complesso layout of the complex, arrange the complex, the complex being ar-
ranged, to structure the complex, organized the complex, to build 
the complex, the construction of the palace

[il progettista del] complesso complex (7 times), zero translation (1 time)

In Table 10, we have collected the translations into English of the noun «com-
plesso». The most frequent translation option is the noun «complex» which is a 
polysemous term like its Italian counterpart. «Complex» is an adequate trans-
lation option as it refers to «a large building with various connected rooms or 
a related group of buildings» (Cambridge Dictionary online) and, if we look at 
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its collocational profile on either a specialised corpus of arts (e-Flux) or a gen-
eral reference corpus (En TenTen 2020), we find collocates referring to build-
ings and architecture. 

Some students, however, opted for different solutions like omission or sub-
stitution with pronouns or even simplification. Simplification tendencies are the 
most interesting, because they hint at the fact that students were actually trying 
to meet the requirements of the translation brief. Indeed, among the instructions 
they received was to translate the ST by keeping the target audience in mind 
– European tourists who access these texts through the Tourer website. By re-
moving unnecessary information (e.g. just «buildings» instead of «complex of 
buildings») and/or substituting «complex» with a higher frequency noun (e.g. 
«group»), students facilitate the communication with readers and adapt their 
register and style to the target publication. 

We would like to consider a couple of examples in which students chose 
translation candidates that are overly formal, like «architectural ensemble» and 
«palace», or, as in the case of «structure», simply misleading. «Architectural 
ensemble» is surely precise and appropriate as it indicates a harmonious unity 
of buildings, engineering structures and so on. However, it is a very infrequent, 
albeit specific, word combination (it appears only once in the EnTenTen2020) 
and also includes a borrowing from French that can represent a threat to effi-
cient and broad communication. On the other hand, a noun like «structure» 
comes across as too generic and unspecific.

Tab. 11. «Corpo» and its translation in the TLC-2021.

corpo (n), 12 occurrences, 0.9 f per 1000 words in the ItSeg Corpus

corpo di fabbrica the body of the building (2 times), the part of the building (2 times) 
building (11 times), body, segment (2 times), part

corpo rinascimentale Renaissance structure (2 times), Renaissance building, Renais-
sance body (3 times), building

corpo trasversale transversal structure, transversal section, transversal body, longi-
tudinal side, transverse part, transept, transversal area

corpo structure, section, body (2 times), main body/ies, element, wings

Table 11 contains the translations of «corpo» intended as «part or section 
of a building». Here too we can observe diverging attitudes towards transla-
tion. Many students opted for a more conservative, yet correct, approach to 
the translation of this domain-specific item, e.g. choosing to translate «corpo 
di fabbrica» as «body of the building». Others found different solutions and 
more appropriate ones, opting for higher frequency words like «part» or may-
be more precise ones like «structure», «section» and «wings». From what we 
see in table 11, the tendency to simplify, thus employing strategies like zero 
translation or omission, seems less frequent, although we find some instances 
of that (e.g. «building»). 
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5.1.2 Building, restoring and Modifying 

In table 12 below, we collected the keywords and multi-terms pertaining 
to the third category «Building, Restoring and Modifying». In turn, we iden-
tified two further sub-categories: «buildings» and «restoring and modifying». 
The first one collects terms dealing with architectural structures and contain-
ers known as building and palaces. This sub-category includes nouns, verbs and 
classifier as well as some multi-terms. The second sub-category, «restoring and 
modifying», contains nouns, verbs and multi-terms dealing with the actions of 
restoring and modifying architectural structures and containers.

Tab. 12. Keywords and multiterms from the building, restoring and modifying category 
divided according to sub-categories and type.

building, restoring and modifying

Buildings

Nouns fabbrica; edificio; progettista

Adjectives edilizio

Verbs costruire; murare; edificare; fondare; erigere

Multi-terms arte edificatoria; prima pietra

Restoring and 
modifying

Nouns restauro; inglobamento; cantiere; rifacimento; rinnovamento; 
ridisegno; demolizione; abbattimento; ampliamento; riammo-
dernamenti; rimodernamenti; riconfigurazione

Verbs conservare; restaurare; adibire; ingrandire; ampliare; rinno-
vare; ricostruire

Multi-terms opera di ampliamento; opere di contenimento; lavori di 
ampliamento

Before going into the details of the students’ translations, we would like to 
direct the reader’s attention to the double wording of «riammodernamenti» 
and «rimodernamenti» of the ST. Both nouns are nominalisations of the verb 
«riammodernare»/«rimodernare» (modernise, refurbish), but with a different 
spelling. This inconsistency in spelling happens to be just one of the many in-
consistencies our students had to face while translating this ST. 

For reasons of space, we will mostly focus on nouns and multi-terms starting 
from the latter. Table 13 contains three multi-terms and their respective trans-
lations in the TLC-2021. Of particular relevance here are the first two multi-
terms, «opera di ampliamento» and «lavori di ampliamento», as these two are 
very close in meaning; one can go as far as saying that these two terms are near 
synonyms. This synonymity is reflected in the translations provided by students 
who chose to translate these multi-terms with noun phrases like «extension 
works» and «expansion works». A query in the enTenTen20 corpus reveals that 
both noun phrases are more or less equally occurring and they refer to the same 
process of enlarging an already existing structure, so they are indeed synonyms. 
By looking at the combined frequency per million words (0.1), we immediately 
realise that they are quite infrequent, probably because they are very technical 
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expressions in a very large corpus of general English. Nevertheless, by looking 
at the context of use of these noun phrases, it is clear that the students provided 
an accurate translation that is perhaps technical and therefore not exactly in line 
with the style of the Tourer. Only one student opted for a repurposing of the ST 
noun phrase into a verb («to enlarge») which actually makes the sentence more 
readable and fully conveys the meaning of the ST’s multiterm. 

Tab. 13. «Opera di ampliamento», «lavori di ampliamento» and their translations 
in the TLC-2021.

opera di ampliamento (np), 1 occurrence, 0.07 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

[intraprese] opere di ampliamento [undertook] works to enlarge; [decided] to enlarge; [car-
ried out] expansion works; [promoted] extension works;

lavori di ampliamento (np), 2 occurrences, 0.1 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

i lavori di ampliamento [della dimora] the extension works [on the residence]; extension works 
[carried out on the residence]; the expansion [of the 
residence];

lavori di ampliamento [e rifacimento] extension [and renovation] works (2 times); renovation 
and expansion works; [the] extension [and restoration] 
work; extensions [and remakes]; expansion [and resto-
ration]; expansion [and reconstructive] works;

arte edificatoria (n), 1 occurrences, 0.07 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

[grande esperto di] arte edificatoria [a great expert in] the art of building (3 times); [a real 
expert in] the field of construction; [a great expert] in 
architecture; 

Concerning the other multi-term in table 13, «arte edificatoria», we can ob-
serve how the majority of TTs opted for a literal translation, while only one TT 
proposes a simplification that is convincing enough although not too precise in 
terms of vocabulary. 

Let us now focus on table 14 containing nouns (mainly nominalizations) that 
revolve around the semantic field of building renovation and refurbishment. All 
the other items in table 14 present the prefix «ri-/re-» that hints at a repeated 
action or a change in status operated by an external actor. All these nouns refer 
to a process of repurposing or renovation of buildings.

We can observe how often «rinnovamento» and «rifacimento» are treated 
as close synonyms (and in this case they mostly are) by students who indeed fa-
vour «renovation» as main translation candidate. Indeed, the term «renovation» 
seems to be appropriate as it refers to making something old look new through 
some kind of intervention and of course is very frequently employed in the field of 
architecture. Some students however chose «renewal», which could be an appro-
priate translation if the object of renewal was wider and more abstract (e.g. urban 
renewal or contract renewal). Though not a mistranslation, employing «renewal» 
shifts the text to a level that goes beyond the single building or piazza refurbish-
ment and hints at larger endeavours of changing the face of a city, for example. 
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Turning now to «restauro», the only point worth mentioning is that some 
students showed a tendency to over translation (see Vinay and Darbelnet 1995, 
16). Indeed, especially with the periphrasis «in fase di restauro» (undergoing res-
toration) and the adjective + «restauro» many chose to translate «restauro» as 
«restoration works» (0.09 fpmw in the enTenTen20). Once again this is not to 
be considered a mistake, but a simple over translation as the term «restoration» 
alone would have conveyed the intended meaning in an appropriate manner. 

Tab. 14. «Rinnovamento», «rifacimento», «restauro», «riconfigurazione» and 
their translations in the TLC-2021.

rinnovamento (n), 3 occurrences, 0.2 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

[processo di] rinnovamen-
to edilizio

urban renovation [process]; building renewal [process]; [process 
of] building renewal; building renovation [process]; building ren-
ovations; renewal building [process]; urban renewal [process]; [the 
great architectural expert]

rinnovamento [della piazza]the renovation process [of the square]; the renovation/renewal [of 
the square] (3 times); the renovation works [of the square]; the re-
design [of the square]

[contesto di] rinnovamento [context of] renovation/renewal (3 times); [context of] such reno-
vations; [part of this] renovation; [context of] refurbishment

rifacimento (n), 3 occurrences, , 0.2 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

rifacimento [dell’abside] [the apse] was rebuilt (2 times); [the apse] renovation; the renova-
tion [of the apsis]

[radicale] rifacimento [radical] rebuilding; [radical] renovation (3 times)  

[lavori di ampliamento e] 
rifacimento

[extension and] renovation works (2 times); renovation [and ex-
pansion works; the [extension and] restoration work; [extensions 
and] remakes; [expansion and] restoration; [expansion and] re-
constructive works

restauro (n), 4 occurrences, 0.3 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

[frutto del] restauro was restored (2 times); [the result of] the restoration (3 times); [re-
sults from] the restoration 

[in fase di] restauro are still being restored; [are still undergoing] restoration (2 times); 
[are still undergoing] restoration works; are still being rebuilding; 
are still under restoration

[impegnativo] restauro x 2 [major] restoration works (2 times); [major] restoration; [extensive] res-
toration work; [a demanding] restoration (3 times); [demanding] resto-
ration works; [a challenging] restoration; [a long period of] restoration

riconfigurazione (n), 1 occurrence, , 0.07 f p 1000 words in ItSegCorpus

riconfigurazione 
[complessiva]

[overall] reconfiguration (5 times); [total] reconfiguration; [glob-
al] configuration 

Ridisegno  (n), 1 occurrence

[radicale] ridisegno [radical] re-drawing; was [radically] redesigned; [radical] redesign 
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The last items in table 14 are «riconfigurazione» and «ridisegno», which 
are once again very close in meaning. As concerns «riconfigurazione», all TTs 
report «reconfiguration» as the only translation candidate. While this term is 
surely appropriate in this case, it must be noted that, especially nowadays, «re-
configuration» often pertains to the IT field and is very abstract in its use (po-
litical and social systems reconfigurations, for example). On the other hand, 
«reconfiguration» is also to be found in the lexicon of the building industry, 
especially occurring with «refurbishment». A third option could have been 
to use a verb like «repurpose» or a noun like «modification», which are more 
common and less tied to IT. 

Finally, «ridisegno» in one instance was translated as «redrawing», which 
is a translation that is borderline between acceptable and wrong. Indeed, most 
commonly, «to redraw» refers to geopolitical processes and only on very few 
occasions is found to refer to architectural redesigns. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has provided an illustration of a project in progress that concerns 
the teaching of translation of heritage tourism to Italian students enrolled on 
an international Master Course. Translation of heritage tourism represents a 
marginal sector in translation studies, but one that is strategic for the Italian 
cultural industry and contemporary tourism in general. 

In the first part, the article provides a context for the commissioner that ex-
plains some peculiarities of our texts and translation problems encountered by 
students. The ST commissioned was markedly different from those of the Tour-
er and comparable descriptions found in English guidebooks. Qualitative anal-
ysis and ST keyword extraction has shown that typical features of language of 
tourism hardly featured in the ST (see also Table 6 above that illustrates the low 
incidence of tourist terminology). This, we think, is a consequence of the fact 
that our commissioner (and probably several other Italian public cultural insti-
tutions) is at a critical juncture in the process of adapting to its recent role of pro-
moting cultural heritage for the tourist market. This is an aspect that we think 
is important to point out to students when introducing the ST as it is directly 
connected with their translational choices. The changes that the commissioner 
is currently facing calls for a kind of translation that also includes elements of 
adaptation and transcreation (Gaballo 2012) that need to be introduced to stu-
dents and that we hope will improve the quality of the translations. 

The learner translational corpus built during this timeframe concentrates 
on specialised lexis of art and architecture for tourism. It will lend itself to fur-
ther investigations that may, for example, include a diachronic exploration of 
the corpus. Admittedly, the size of the TLC-2021 made it hard for us to draw 
any general conclusion, but our methodology combining keywords extraction 
and close reading of parallel texts led us to identify some trends and patterns 
in students’ translations that might be worth further investigation. Indeed, we 
were able to isolate and identify peculiarities of the language of the ST and the 
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TTs and, through qualitative analysis and comparisons with larger corpora, we 
suggested other translational options and included the most salient ones in a 
glossary that we plan to extend in the future and hope can be of use to students 
and translators in the field of heritage tourism.

appendix

A selected glossary of terms and noun-phrases
ITA ENG

Apparato (n) + modifier Group of + modifier

Apparato funerario Burial decorations

Apparato ornamentale Decorations

Apparato scultoreo Statues

Configurazione (n) Structure, layout

Complesso (n) Buildings, group of buildings

Corpo (n) Building, structure, section

Corpo di fabbrica Section of a building

Opera (n) Work

Opera di ampliamento Enlargement  mostly used in its verb form 
«to enlarge»

Restauro (n) Restoration

Riconfigurazione (n) Renovation, revision

Rifacimento (n) Restoration, renovation

Rinnovamento (n) Renovation
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